
We want to express our gratitude for your partnership with us in Surge Legacy. 
Through your support, we were able to accomplish many goals in 2021 and we 
are looking forward to what lies ahead in 2022. 

The Book of Nehemiah records the journey Jewish exiles made to Jerusalem 
from Persia under Nehemiah’s leadership. Nehemiah had been tasked with 
rebuilding the walls and gates of the City of Jerusalem. After leading the exiles 
on an arduous journey, Nehemiah prepared the people to start the 
construction project. Families were required to build the section of the wall 
in the area of the city in which they lived. Nehemiah Chapter 3 records the 
heads of families that led in the construction of the various sections of the wall. 
Nehemiah 4:6 states - “So we rebuilt the wall till all of it reached half its height, 
for the people worked with all their heart.” As the people partnered together to 
work with all of their heart, they were able to complete the construction project 
in 52 days (Nehemiah 6:15). It was their dedication to the vision that enabled 
them to overcome many obstacles to complete the task in record time. 

As members of the Body of Christ, we are building the “walls” of the global 
Kingdom of God. As members of Surge Church, we are building our section of 
the wall where we live. Jesus said He is building His Church so that the gates of 
hell will not prevail against it. The Kingdom of God starts at the local Church. 
By building our Church, we are building the part of the Kingdom we are 
responsible for and taking part in the work of Jesus. This is why we are excited 
about Surge Legacy 2022. 

Surge Legacy is a partnership through which people give generously above 
their tithes to resource the vision of Surge Church. Legacy is a word that helps 
us define what our financial leaders are building. This is an Annual Faith 
Commitment Amount. Just as the Jewish people partnered with Nehemiah 
to rebuild the walls in 52 days, imagine what we can accomplish in 52 weeks 
when we give and work with all of our hearts. 

We can accomplish so much more together than we ever could on our own. 
Together, we have the resources to make a greater impact and to leave a 
legacy for the glory of God and for future generations. 
Our prayer is that each of us find our place and our 
purpose in the vision of Surge Church. 

Together, Let’s Build! 

Beyond Limits, 
Brad & Mary 
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